Recently, when we used this method to identify aircraft targets in remote sensing images, we found that there are some defects in our own YOLOv2 and Darknet-19 network. Characteristic in the images we identified are not very clear,thats why we couldn't get some much more good results. Then we replaced the maxpooling in the yolov3 network as the global maxpooling.Under the same test conditions, we got a higher It achieves 76.9 AP50 in 100 ms on a GTX1050TI, comepared to 80.5 AP50 in 627 ms by our net.Map.86%of Map was obtained by the improved network,higher than the former.
1.Introduction
Because the biggest difference between target detection and common target detection scenarios of satellite maps is that the satellite image itself is large(e.g., 16000*16000), and secondly, the target size is very small and often aggregated together. Therefore, the YOLO algorithm is the object detection for solving the special scene of satellite map as a whole. It has some reference for the detection of small and small targets of the general object detection algorithm. At the same time, this article also lists some points that are helpful for improving the effect in the actual project, which is also worth to be used for reference. In addition, ground sample distance(GSD)is used in the satellite diagram. Represents resolution, such as 30cm GSD., a common satellite image [1] [2] [3] [4] . The size and direction of the satellite map target are various, because the satellite map is taken from the air, so the angle is not fixed, such as the ship, the direction of the car may be quite different from the conventional target detection algorithm, so it is difficult to detect. The solution is to scale the data transformation, rotation and other data enhancement operations.
The whole connection layer has the problem of limiting the size of input dimension and too many parameters. As shown above, the full connection layer needs to convert all the feature graphs into vectors and then connect them all. The idea of global pooling is that since you finally output a fixed size vector after you are fully connected, you might as well deal with each feature map directly [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For example, 128 9 ≤ 9 feature map, directly obtains a 128-dimensional eigenvector for each feature map.
Global maxpooling is mainly used to solve the problem of full connection. It is mainly to pool the feature map of the last layer to form a feature point. From networknetwork.
Global Maxpooling is more likely to make feature selection, and select features with better classification identification, and provide non-linearity. According to relevant theory, the error of feature extraction mainly comes from two aspects:
(1) Estimate variance caused by restricted neighborhood size increases;
(2) Parameter error of convolution layer results in offset of estimated mean value. 
2.The Method
This section will give you some details of the improvement.
2.1.Bounding Box Prediction
Following YOLO predicts bounding boxes using dimension clusters as anchor boxes . The network predicts 4 coordinates for each bounding box, tx, ty, tw, th. If the cell is offset from the top left corner of the image by (cx, cy) and the bounding box prior has width and height pw, ph, then the predictions correspond to:
We get much more great results with anchor boxes then not useing them.However, the YOLOv2 used this method and the YOLOv3 abandoned it.Using this method can improve the efficiency of learning.Each box predicts the classes the bounding box may contain using multilabel classification. We don`t use a softmax as we have found it is unnecessary for good performance,instead we simply use independent logistic classifiers. During training we use binary cross-entropy loss for the class predictions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
2.2.An improvement Feature Extractor
Our improvements are based on YOLOv2,Darknet-19. Our network uses successive 3 × 3 ,1 ×1convolutional layers and with Global Maxpooling instead of Maxpooling.It`s structure is shown in Table. 1. 
2.3.Training
We used 10000 pictures of remote sensing satellite airports obtained through the google Earth and trained 1250 times on GTX1050TI.And the loss curve is obtained by Tensorboard. Figure. 3 the loss curve
The results
This new network is much more powerful than Darknet-19 .Here are some aircraft images results:
RSnet
Darknet-19 The results are obtained. It can be seen from those pic that in the lower quality remote sensing images, the improved Dense YOLO increased by 1.2%compared with YOLOV3 accuracy, and the The recall rate of the two networks is consistent .
RSnet Darknet-19 Figure. 8 A typical rendering is selected as a comparison.
As can be seen from figure 8 , the recognition result of RSnet for remote sensing satellite image features is more vague than that of the original Darknet-19.
The optimal iterations of the net are about 10000 and 9000, respectively, and the advantages of RSnet in aircraft recognition are already reflected. The following is a comparison and test of the two networks by selecting the best number of iterations between the two networks.
In this paper, 50 low quality remote sensing images in the test set are tested, and it is found that the advantages of the improved Darknet are better and obvious. as shown in figure 8 , the information loss of the aircraft is serious under the condition of overexposure, the missed detection of the original network is very serious, and there will be false alarm, and the improved net in this paper can effectively improve these phenomena.
3.Conclusion
In this paper, in order to identify aircraft targets in remote sensing images, based on Darknet-19 deep convolution neural network, clustering analysis of data sets is carried out, and the network is improved according to the scale of their own data sets. Referring to the characteristics of dense neural network, it is improved to a kind of RSnet.The net were trained and tested respectively. Through the experiment of this paper, the effect of the improved network is improved significantly. For high quality remote sensing images, the recognition rate is high and the missed detection rate is low; in the case of low quality remote sensing images, the recognition rate is high and the missed detection rate is low. The effect is improved significantly.
